Introduction
The Polish and Lithuanian Commonwealth existed for a few centuries and disappeared from the map of Europe in 1795. The major part of the lands of the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania was annexed by the Russian Empire.
, previously a leader in Lithuanian book publishing (Navickienė 2010) . A new generation of patriots in Lithuanian book culture appeared in these ethnic Lithuanian lands. Through their efforts, the repertoire of Lithuanian publications for the population of Lithuania Major had grown threefold and was supplemented by the first printed texts on agriculture and housekeeping, health, original fiction, first Lithuanian scientific publications and bibliographical bulletins (Navickienė 2013 ).
This article aims to analyse the changes in the relationships between Lithuanian book authors and publishers between 1795 (the third division of the Polish 1 Lithuania Major is a term used to define the ethnic Lithuanian lands that stretched northwards and eastwards from the border between the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and Prussia (later German Empire) and initially ruled by the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and later, 1795 -1915 , by the Russian Empire, in 1918 by the Independent Republic of Lithuania, in 1940-90 annexed by the USSR, and, finally, from 1990 on by the reestablished Independent Republic of Lithuania. 2 Lithuania Minor is a term used to define a territory on the left bank of the river Nemunas that was annexed by Teutonic Orders in the 13th century, later belonged to Prussia and from the middle of the 19th century was a part of the German Empire. Lithuania Minor got its name due to the territory's substantial Lithuanian-speaking population. Today only a small portion of Lithuania Minor is within the borders of modern Lithuania and Poland, while most of the territory is a part of the Kaliningrad Oblast in Russia.
and Lithuanian State) and 1864 (when the Tsarist government banned all press in Latin script) and to prove that Lithuania Major had a rudimentary book business in the early 19th century. In order to do that, it is important to answer the following questions: "When did the issue of authors and publishers' rights become more relevant in Lithuania?"; "When did copyright laws gain legal power?"; "How were the authors and publishers' rights defined within the new legal framework?"; "What were the amounts of authorship fees?"; "Were there any professional authors writing in Lithuanian who could replace educated laymen and clergymen as authors of religious and secular texts?" The importance of copyrights in 19th century Lithuania Major is testified in various preserved documents. In 1805, Vilnius University emphasized the publisher's duty to publish books without copyright infringement by selling their printing house to Józef Zawadzki (the first private publisher in Lithuania, who acquired knowledge in Germany) (Шулькина 1962: 109) .
It is also important to note that Duke Adam Jerzy Czartoryski (the patron of Vilnius educational county -the largest in the Russian Empire at that time -and close friend of Russian Tsar Alexander I) instructed the Censorship Committee of Vilnius University to ensure that works by living authors could be allowed for printing only by their initial publishers lest the ownership rights be violated and infringements made on development of publishing (Шулькина 1962: 109) . But, perhaps the earliest preserved document expressing the concern of Lithuanian publishers regarding the necessity to solve the copyright issue on the state level, is a manuscript compiled by Józef Zawadzki in October 1818. The manuscript has two parts; the first one was entitled "Napomknienie powodów do ustanowienia prawideł dla powszechności księgarstwa w Królestwie Połskiem" (The
Reminder of the Reasons why Rules Should be Set for the Entire Duchy of Poland). The second was called "Prawidła ogólne dla powszechności księgarskiej w Królestwie Polskiem. Punkta do projektu" (Common Rules for the Bookmen's Community in the Kingdom of Poland. Articles of the Project).
In the first part, it refers to the book publishing situation in the former PolishLithuanian Commonwealth and, among other things, mentions the issue of copyright:
In The first appearance of such laws regulating intellectual ownership rights in Russia was directly connected to legislation regulating print control. In order to make press control more effective, the legislation of special, so-called censorship
In recent decades the history of legal regulations of intellectual property has gained some more attention by researchers in Lithuania. The first article devoted to the copyright law in Lithuania according to the legislation of the Tsarist Russia was published in 2001 by Stasys Vancevičius (Vansevičius, S. 2001) in the collection of law scientific works of Vilnius University. In 2008 the complex research in the field of copyright law first appeared in Lithuania -the monograph Autorių teisė by Vytautas Mizaras (Mizaras, V. 2008) , which although falling beyond the problems of history provided systemic knowledge on the development of this type of law, both in the world and Lithuania. In 2009 a sourceexploring publication appeared presenting the translated into the Lithuanian language first copyright law that was once valid in the territory of Lithuania: Navickienė, A. laws started in 1804. The first of such censorship laws, signed in 1804 by Tsar Alexander I, did not address any copyright issues or publishers' responsibilities to authors. The issue was only defined by a similar law, passed on 10 June 1826, which was more extensive and covered more areas of the censorship activities. This law specified the procedures were to be observed by authors, translators and/or publishers in submitting a manuscript to the censorship committee, and it also provided that: "in case the publisher is not the author of the work or book, which he is willing to publish, he has to produce a written confirmation that a copyright to such work has been legally obtained" (Cборник 1862: 142 Every author or translator of a book, the first publisher of folklore or ancient manuscripts was granted the exclusive right to lifelong publishing and distribution of his own works, by using this ownership as any other legally obtained property. The copyright validity term was set to twenty five years. This chapter had also legitimized the provision stating the second edition of a book was a matter of agreement between the author, translator, publisher and bookseller, and specified that the contract between the author, translator, publisher, typographer and bookseller had to be concluded on special stamped paper and registered in compliance with the applicable procedure. The new legislation had also provided an exclusive right to the author to publish his/ her book regardless of any previous agreements, if two thirds of the text were replaced or rewritten, or if a book had been granted an absolutely new form. This was a final definition of what was considered an original work and a repeated edition. The law also defined that the successor's ownership rights came into effect following a notice with appropriate evidence within one year after the author's death; the period was extended to two years for persons living abroad. A violator of these laws was referred to as the counterfeiter. The legislation also provided a detailed explanation, stating which publications should be referred to as the counterfeit or illegal. Illegitimate activities of counterfeiters imposed certain punishments: the guilty party had to compensate the full loss to the legal publisher, and the total amount was calculated considering the production price of all copies of illegal publication and sales price initially announced by the legitimate publisher (for the same book) and copies of counterfeit edition were to be confiscated in favour of the legitimate publisher. The third chapter provisions entrusted the law enforcement to local censorship committees and General Censorship Board. Any disputes between publishers had to be settled in arbitrages or with the help of competent public institutions, foreseeing the regular procedure for litigation which started from the lowest instances.
As mentioned before, the provisions of the 1830 law regulating the author's property rights to his/her work were turned into a constituent part of the Russian censorship laws, Article 7 of the Censorship Regulations of 1828. After fifteen years without amendments in Russia and the annexed Polish and Lithuanian lands, on 9 January 1845, this Article was supplemented with another article On Russian and Residing in Russia Composers' Ownership Right to Their Music, and on 21 January 1846, another one was added-On the Right to Art Works. Writers, composers and artists became subjects of the copyright law, and original literary, scientific and artistic works -the objects of this law. There have been a few minor, yet important amendments to this copyright law. The Statute on Punishments defining the penalties for copyright infringements was passed on 15 August 1845, but it omitted a few issues. After the copyright validity term was extended from twenty five to fifty years, on 15 April 1857, eight more clauses of the law were amended respectfully.
Authorship contracts with Lithuanian book authors and authorship payments
The copyright laws legitimized the new relationships between publishers and authors based on mutual benefit. In Russia and the annexed territories of the Polish and Lithuanian State, authorship contracts contained a provision, by which an author confirmed that he/she had delegated his/her work to the publisher, meaning they would not publish this work by themselves, nor delegate the publishing right to a third party. A publisher, in turn, guaranteed to pay the author a certain fee for the obtained publishing right, or to give him/her a certain number of copies in return.
Preserved authorship contracts with Lithuanian authors allow us to state that in the first half of the 19th century there were a few types of those contracts. In one case, an author granted a publisher a one-time publishing right, and until all copies of the edition were sold, nobody else could republish the book without the publisher's consent. The second option was the permanent sale of publishing rights. Authorship/copyright contract forms were usually printed. They contained blank spaces for names, book titles, number of copies, the author's fee, and payment terms.
Józef Zawazdski's firm, the largest publisher of Lithuanian books, was one of the first publishers in Lithuania, which habitually paid author's fees. Although the main part of the firm's remaining archive was scrutinized in order to find some data on authorship payments to book authors, not much information was found.
The most informative materials were archive documents about the registration of publications sent by the firm between 1853 and 1865
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. Supposedly, other publishers also paid author's fees, although no documents were found to confirm this claim. According to records, in 1855, one of the most productive Lithuanian book authors, and translator of a book series of agricultural tips Simonas Daukantas received 20 copies of the publication or 1 rouble 12 (as a price for a copy was 5 copecks) as payment for his book of advice to farmers Siejamoses paszaro-źoles [...] (1854) 13 . During the mid-1850-ies, Laurynas Ivinskis received 500 copies of his publication, the preparation of annual volumes of the first Lithuanian calendars 14 . His total fee was about 50 -62 roubles, but after the copy's price had changed, the amount of this fee changed, too. One of the most productive authors of Lithuanian religious books Vincentas Juzumas received 60 roubles and 100 copies of the book (the price of 1 copy was 8 Due to changes in currencies and their purchasing power, the true value of fees is better revealed compared to food prices. Here are some examples of food prices from different statistical publications of the time. A cost of a quarter of a rye barrel (about 100 litre), for example, varied from 4 to 12 roubles, depending on the harvest of the year, wheat -from 7 to 16 roubles, barley -from 3 to 9 roubles, pea -from 4 to 10 roubles, and potatoes -from 11 to 13 roubles 18 . These examples show that fees depended on the contract conditions, the scope of the publication, the foreseen demand of a publication, the author's popularity and his/her status in society. Sometimes, authors of Lithuanian books refused fees in order to arouse professional publishers' interest in their books. And publishers, even those who usually paid the authors, often considered it more convenient to compensate the authors with copies of their publications rather than cash payments.
Concluding remarks
In the early 19th century, the emerging private publishers were no longer satisfied with the system of privileges, an outdated publishing sector regulation which had served to ensure the stable operation of book publishing and printing enterprises. Instead, they began looking for state support in the form of legislation which would guarantee fair competition and remedies to protect them from the consequences of illegal business. One of the issues which needed to be solved at state level was the matter of intellectual property. Compared to other European states, the legislative framework regarding the regulation of copyrights was introduced quite late in the Russian Empire. Prompted by increasing competition among publishers, Tsar Nikolay I ratified certain rules 
